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Agenda
Time

Topic

Presenter

9:30 ‐ 9:45 AM

Introductions and Purpose

Facilitator

9:45 ‐ 10: 25 AM

Shift Potential

LBNL, Peter Schwartz

Purpose: Provide an overview of LBNL’s shift research

10:25 ‐ 10:45 AM Facilitated Discussion of LBNL’s Definitions

Facilitator

Purpose: Begin refinement of product definitions

10:45 ‐ 11:15 AM Operational Lessons Learned from PG&E’s
Excess Supply Pilot

Jonathan Burrows &
Anja Gilbert, PG&E

Purpose: Tie XSP lessons learned to LSWG scoping

11:15‐ 11:30 AM
11:30 ‐ 12:20 PM

BREAK
Scoping & Prioritization Exercise

PG&E, Anja Gilbert

Purpose: Begin refinement of scope, prioritization and
sequencing of the LSWG’s activities.

12:20 ‐ 12:30 PM

Next Steps

Facilitator
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Introductions and Purpose
• Introductions
• Purpose per D. 17‐07‐017
What

Description

Tasks

1. Defining and developing new products including load consumption and bi‐
directional products;
2. Developing a proposal of whether and how to pay a capacity value for load
consuming and bi‐directional products to provide to the RA proceeding;
3. Developing a list of data access issues relevant to new models that should be
addressed prior to launching new models;
4. Developing a proposal on how to better coordinate the efforts of CAISO and
the Commission;
5. Identifying the value of new products to provide to the RA proceeding.
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SHIFT Demand Response: A Primer
Prepared by:

Dr. Brian Gerke, Dr. Giulia Gallo, Jingjing Liu, Mary Ann Piette (PI), Peter Schwartz (Co-PI)
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Dr. Peter Alstone
Schatz Energy Research Center – Humboldt State University

February 28, 2018

50% Renewable Portfolio Challenges
1. Downward ramping

2. Minimum generation
Limited generation flexibility can lead
to overgeneration by renewables &
curtailment.

3. Upward ramping
Thermal generation resources must
ramp up rapidly again at sunset as PV
solar resources stop production.

Generation and load (MW)

Thermal generation resources must
ramp down rapidly or shut down at
sunrise to make room for PV solar.

4. Peaking capacity
Must have generation capacity to meet
highest evening peak loads.
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WHAT is SHIFT Demand Response (DR)?
§ SHIFT DR is a means for moving electrical loads from one time to another,

while providing equivalent energy service to end user
§ SHIFT is achieved by a demand SHED coupled with an offsetting TAKE
§ SHED/TAKE cycle can occur over a period of a few hours, over a diurnal (AM/
PM) cycle, or even across several days (e.g., shifting peak weekday loads to
weekend)
§ SHIFT can either be dispatchable resource (e.g., an ISO market product) or
persistent load reshaping arising from long-term changes in behavior (e.g.,
achieved through TOU pricing or other incentives)
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SHIFT in Broader DR Ecosystem
§ SHED: acts like a generation

capacity resource
§ SHIMMY: acts like a regulation/

ancillary services resource
§ SHIFT: acts like a storage

resource
§ SHAPE: persistent daily load
modifications (SHED & SHIFT
combinations) arising from changes

in behavior
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SHIFT: Why & When?
WHY do we need SHIFT?
1. To alleviate renewable curtailment.
2. To ease ramping rates and flatten

demand peaks

WHEN do we need SHIFT?
§ SHIFT can potentially ease ramping

rates on every day of year
§ Value may be greatest on days with
curtailment or sharp peaks
§ Typically need is to shift away from
evening or morning peaks & toward
mid-day or overnight hours
Source: LBNL DR-Path model
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Modeling SHIFT Resources
§ SHIFT DR has historically been modeled

as energy neutral over some time
window. In practice, there may be some
losses associated with SHIFT.
§ SHIFT DR would respond to SHED &

TAKE dispatch orders that are just inverse
of Generation Up & Down.
§ LBNL’s DR-Path model estimates SHIFT

resources by identifying shiftable loads
near zero-crossings of dispatch curve,
based on large, hourly site-level data
sample.

DR-Path Shift analysis looks for loads
that can be shifted within multi-hour
windows around these points.
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Units of Measure for SHIFT
§ Capacity resources are often reported in units of kW-year: a quantity of power

generation capacity available over a year.
Traditional SHED DR resources are measured in same units.
§ Because SHIFT DR involves moving energy from one time to another,

corresponding units are kWh-year.
❑

Unit cost example: at marginal, $200/kWh-year, SHIFT DR procurement
cost, a levelized $200/year outlay will enable one additional kWh of load to
be shifted, on average over year, during times when SHIFT is valuable.
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DR Potential Study: SHIFT Results
§ 2025 CA DR Potential Study-Phase 2,
Base scenario (no
tech. improvement)
Persistent load shifting
from TOU price
response (Shape)

High tech.
improvement
scenario

computed supply & demand curves for
SHIFT DR, based on forecasted
technology costs & system needs.
§ On average, might be cost-effective to

shift 10-20 GWh of daily load by 2020.
§ SHIFT was assumed to be used

frequently & was only assigned value
when it was used. In principle, SHIFT
could also have capacity/RA value
associated with peak mitigation.
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Shiftable End Uses
End use
Space cooling
Ventilation
Pool pumps

Sector
Res/Com
Com
Res/Com

Approach/technology
Pre-cooling with PCT or EMS
Thermal storage
Advanced controls

Res

Dynamic scheduling

Ind (Ag)

Dynamic scheduling

Wastewater pumping

Ind

Dynamic scheduling

Water supply pumping

Ind

Dynamic scheduling/pumped storage

Industrial process

Ind

Dynamic scheduling

Irrigation pumping

Refrigeration

EV charging

Com

Warehouse pre-cooling

Res/Com

On-board thermal storage

Res/Com

Dynamic scheduling

Res/Com

Two-way charging

Battery (whole building)

All

Storage, two-way charging

Battery (distributed/ point
of use)

All

Storage, two-way charging

Res

Scheduled electric cookers

Water heating

Res/Com

Pre-heating and scheduling

Space heating

Res/Com

Pre-heating with PCT or EMS

Cleaning (dishes, clothes,
vacuum)

Res/Com

Dynamic scheduling

Cooking

Lighting

Ind (Ag)

Indoor photoperiod shifting (grow lights)

§ Table attempts to compile a list of all end

uses that could potentially provide SHIFT
DR in medium-term
§ New & emerging technologies could

enable additional end-uses in future
§ It will be important to analyze which end

uses have significant SHIFT potential

Shaded cells: not modeled
to date in DR Path
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Shiftable Loads Vary by Time-of-Day
§ Industrial processing &

pumping have relatively
constant availability.
§ Residential pool pumping may

already be largely aligned with
system needs.
§ HVAC & EV load peaks occur

near SHED/TAKE transitions.
There is significant opportunity
for shifting these loads.

Annual Average Loads in 2025, by
Shiftable End Use
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Next Steps: Exploring SHIFT Seasonality
§ 2025 CA DR Potential Study-

Phase 2 modeled annual
average SHIFT potential
§ Total shiftable load & end use

mix, varies strongly by season
§ It’ll be important to explore how

available SHIFT resources vary
with system needs throughout
year
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Next Steps: WHERE are SHIFT Resources?
Example Curves: How to Pick Targets?
§ Figures: Average daily

load shapes for selected
sites with large fractional
SHIFT potential
§ Among customer groups

with large SHIFT
potential, load shapes
are very diverse
especially commercial &
industrial (C&I) sites,
§ Identifying best

customers to target for
SHIFT DR may be
challenging
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Next Steps: HOW to Get SHIFT on Grid?
Open questions for developing SHIFT DR as grid resource:
§ What additional incentive structures (besides time-of-use (TOU) pricing) can

encourage persistent SHIFT (i.e., SHAPE DR that accomplishes load-shifting)?
§ What would an ISO market product for (approximately) energy-neutral SHIFT look

like?
§ How would market settlement work for SHIFT?
❑

❑
❑
❑

SHIFT relative to what? What’s the baseline/counterfactual, especially if SHIFT is
dispatched daily?
How is time window defined for energy neutrality?
What is tolerance for energy losses/gains?
How to handle gap between retail prices & wholesale payments (demand-side price
arbitrage risks)?
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Proposed Definitions
Facilitated Discussion of LBNL’s Definitions
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Operational Lessons Learned from
PG&E Excess Supply Pilot (XSP)

February 2018

GII Demand Response Policy & Pilots
Excess Supply Pilot (XSP): Overview & Lessons Learned

Agenda
1. Overview of PG&E’s Excess Supply Pilot (XSP)
2. XSP Lessons Learned
3. Recommendations for the CPUC’s Load Shift Working Group

GII Demand Response Policy & Pilots
Excess Supply Pilot (XSP): Overview & Lessons Learned

1. Overview
The Excess Supply pilot is testing the capabilities of demand side resources to increase
load during the times of over‐generation on transmission and/or distribution lines as
well as during times of low or negative prices.

GII Demand Response Policy & Pilots
Excess Supply Pilot (XSP): Overview & Lessons Learned

1. Overview
Out of market: Events are simulated
When: Participants select 4 hour blocks of when they are available to shift energy when
needed to balance the grid with the following characteristics:
o Weekend vs. weekday
o Must be able to provide up to two consecutive hours of load increase
o Must be responsive to either Day Ahead and Day Of notification
Compensation: Payments are for pilot participation as a product of :
1.) Base incentive amount (up to $10/kW x month) ‐ not reflective of any RA value and
does not include an energy payment
2.) Nomination amounts of the participants, adjusted for actual performance
Who:
o Residential aggregators and non‐residential customers and aggregators
o Bundled, DA, CCA
Baseline: Inverse 10‐in‐10
Technology neutral: Includes PV, energy storage, thermal storage, and EVSE today
Does Not Permit: Participation in any other retail DR program except for SSP II.
GII Demand Response Policy & Pilots
Excess Supply Pilot (XSP): Overview & Lessons Learned

2. Operational Lessons Learned
Triggers:
• Currently, PG&E triggers simulated events based on customer availability and time periods when excess
supply have been observed.
• PG&E working on incorporating daily overgeneration forecasts as inputs to trigger events.
• Daily forecasts incorporate the results of DA market as well as additional inputs (e.g., volume of
renewables, curtailment availability in contracts, load levels, temp.)
• This does not currently align with CAISO’s day‐ahead or real‐time market timelines.
Bidding:
• Allowing resources to nominate availability windows that are shorter than the overall excess supply period
of need is beneficial to the participant (increased certainty on when they may be called as well as allowing
them to adapt their bidding periods to their load profile) and to PG&E (increased interest).
Baselines: PG&E has been able to successfully apply a reverse 10‐in10 baseline methodology at the premise
level.
Settlements: We found many participants were able to factor in retail demand charges into their bidding
behavior. This mirrors how a resource factors in wholesale unavailability charges into their bidding behavior.
Impact to Distribution Wires:
• For most circuits, the load profile of the individual circuit is aligned with the load profile of the transmission
circuit.
• Impacts of many smaller loads is a larger distribution planning concern than impact of one larger load.
• It is operationally very complex to manage and settle wholesale and distribution signals if the systems do
not coordinate with each other (particularly if the signals are conflicting or if the distribution constraints
are exceeded).
GII Demand Response Policy & Pilots
Excess Supply Pilot (XSP): Overview & Lessons Learned

3. Recommendations: CPUC’s Load Shift Working Group
Based on Results of XSP Pilot
Triggers: Investigate if there are triggers for an excess supply event other than CAISO wholesale prices.
Bidding:
• Assess value to CAISO grid ‐ will the grid always need both load increase and load decrease from a
PDR resource on a given day?
• Regulation is both an up and down product, but both are not always awarded on a given day.
• Assess if this is a product that is feasible in CAISO’s optimization.
• Assess the impact of bidding behavior on distribution wires (e.g., abnormal configurations).
Baselines:
• Develop a counterfactual to validate performance.
Settlements: Assess how rate design will impact the development of New Models.
Impact to Distribution Wires:
1.) Assess impacts to the distribution system and how to plan and coordinate for New DR models.
3.) Assess if CAISO’s modeling (e.g., the Full Network Model or others specific for PDR) needs to be updated to
prevent impacts to the distribution system.

GII Demand Response Policy & Pilots
Excess Supply Pilot (XSP): Overview & Lessons Learned

Scoping & Prioritization Exercise:
Questions / Topics for Future Sessions
•
•
•

•

SCOPE: Which definition/product do we focus on first, if at all?
VALUE: What is the VALUE associated with New DR Models?
COST/IMPACT: What are the COSTS/IMPACTS with Implementing New DR
Models? Issues in scope include:
– Triggers
– Bidding
– Baselines
– Settlements
– Impact to Distribution Wires
POTENTIAL: New DR Models Potential Available

Addresses Decision Tasks 1,2,5; output of new DR models will inform Tasks 3 and 4.
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Scoping & Prioritization Exercise:
Uncovering the Value of DR New Models
• Is there a specific RA value to New DR Models?
• What is the value for New DR Models for CAISO?

Addresses Decision Tasks 1,2,5; output of new DR models will inform Tasks 3 and 4.
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•

•
•

•

•

Scoping & Prioritization Exercise:
Uncovering the Costs/Impacts of DR New
Triggers:
Models
– How can a product better interact with CAISO’s Markets (Day Ahead and Day Of)?
– Are there other triggers for excess supply/load shift than wholesale prices?
Bidding:
– Are we designing a product that is feasible in CAISO’s optimization?
Baselines
– What new baselines are needed for New DR Models?
– What is the interaction between wholesale and retail baselines with New DR Models?
– What types of metering/sub‐metering is needed for New DR Models to validate
performance?
Settlements
– How do wholesale consumption payments impact retail rates designed for the same
purpose ( i.e. consume at low prices)?
Impact to Distribution Wires:
– What impacts are there to the distribution system (e.g., abnormal configurations)?
Addresses Decision Tasks 1,2,5; output of new DR models will inform Tasks 3 and 4.
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Scoping & Prioritization Exercise:
Uncovering the Potential of DR New Models
• What is the potential availability of DR New Models?
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Scoping & Prioritization Exercise:
Example Approaches to the LSWG
Option A:
Prioritize Definitions

Option B:
Issues

Workshops
2‐4

Product: Load Increase
Topics:
‐ Value: Capacity & Planning
‐ Costs: Operational Issues*

Focus: Value Capacity and Planning
Topics to apply to various products:
‐ RA
‐ Months/Hours of need from CAISO
‐ DR Potential from end uses and
sectors

Workshops
5‐7

Product: Load Shift
Topics:
‐ Value: Capacity & Planning
‐ Costs: Operational Issues*

Focus: Operational Issues Part 1
Topics to apply to various products:
‐ Triggers
‐ Bidding
‐ Impact to Distribution Wires

Workshops
8‐10

Product: Load Increase Coupled
with Load Decrease
Topics:
‐ Value: Capacity & Planning
‐ Costs: Operational Issues*

Focus: Operational Issues Part 2
Topics to apply to various products:
‐ Baselines
‐ Settlements

Option C:
Other?

Addresses Decision Tasks 1,2,5; output of new DR models will inform Tasks 3 and 4.
*Operational Issues: triggers, bidding, baselines, settlements, impact to distribution wires
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Next Steps
• Re‐Cap Parking Lot Items and Action Items
• Next Workshops: sequencing, frequency, and format
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